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All products in this catalogue contribute in one way or another to the ultimate aim 
of saving our environment. Our products are made to serve as an alternative 
towards single-use items, are made from recycled materials which reduce the 
likelihood of adding to overall waste, are manufactured via good practices of 
reducing water wastage, are made by environmentally-responsible factories, and 
on top of this, have 1% of the sales going towards the Zero Waste Malaysia initiative 
– in e�orts of imbedding a more eco-conscious attitude within Malaysians. 

By opting for sustainable corporate gifting, you are not only making a positive 
environmental impact, but also enhancing your brand reputation by showing a 
committment to your stakeholders. On top of this,  by choosing gifts that are 
personalized and meaningful, your business will enhance client and employee 
retention, generating positive feedback and referrals, and foster a sense of 
community and partnership, ultimately making it an excellent initiative in any 
company’s ESG. 

In ensuring we reduce waste and only produce quality items, all purchases placed 
are pre-orders. Items will take between 4-6 weeks for manufacturing and 
customisation, right to your doorstep.  We also o�er an incentivised discount for 
orders with extra lead time (more than 6 weeks). These advanced pre-orders are 
encouraged as this gives us su�cient time to guarantee a better end product via 
step-by-step personalised development and quality checking.

In the past 3 years, BDARI sold hundreds of thousands of lunchboxes, saved tonnes 
of single use plastic, and we believe it is time for us to change our lifestyle and pay 
more respect to the Mother Nature. 

Here at BDARI we believe in "buying 
less and choosing well, to make it 
last", so if corporate gifts are 
inevitable, then let's choose those 
that are made of eco-friendly 
materials with long lasting quality. 
This catalogue is our showcase of 
the many di�erent items that we 
have, all of which are customisable, 
so you can make your gifting truly 
special.



Malaysia has the highest annual per 
capita plastic use per person compared 

to China, Indonesia, the 
Philippines, Thailand and Vietnam.

By 2050, the seas could contain more 
plastic than fish. People who regularly 

eat seafood are also ingesting up to 
11,000 tiny bits of plastic annually.

In 2016, Malaysians have on average 
produced around 22KGs of 

post-consumer plastic waste per person.

Since 2020, BDARI has produced tens of 
thousands of alternatives to singe-use 
plastics - potentially saving millions of 

trash from littering our oceans.

1% of proceeds from sales of items within 
this catalogue go to Zero Waste Malaysia 

(ZWM), in support of building a 
waste-free and sustainable future for 

Malaysia.

Single-use plastic has reached ‘Epidemic 
Proportions’. Of the 368 million metric 

tons of plastic produced each year, 
around half is designed to only be used 

once and then discarded.

ZWM works with businesses and communities to drive 
change at the workplace via education and 

implementation programs in addition to providing 
Malaysians with inclusive Zero Waste Knowledge thus 

kickstarting their sustainability journey on top of speaking 
to individuals and promoting transformation through 

exhibitions, events and outreach programs.

Together with Zero Waste Malaysia, we 
hope to build a brighter future for our 

children. Do visit Zero Waste Malaysia at 
https://zerowastemalaysia.org/

to learn more about what they do.

“We have not inherited the land from our parents,
we are borrowing it from our children”

Reduce Pollution.
Be the Solution!



A great product needs impactful branding. 
Now convey your message in style!

A well branded product that carries your 
unique logo or brand message helps increase 
brand recognition, increases business value, 

generates new customers, improves employee 
pride & satisfaction and finally creates trust in 

the marketplace.

The essence of promotional gifts and business

giveaways is to make your mark on 
customers

BRANDING TECHNIQUE

EMBROIDERY (EBR)PAD PRINTING (PPR)LASER ENGRAVING (LEN) 

UV PRINTING (UVP)

SILKSCREEN (SKS)

DIRECT TO FILM (DTF) EMBOSSING (EMB)

VINYL STICKER (VST)FOILING (FLG)



SIGNATURE PRODUCTS

We ensure the products listed here are 
truly quality and are made to last. We 
want you to cherish each item.

Introducing our signature products. Our 
lunch boxes, tiffin carriers, and water 
bottles have been specially sourced and 
customised so that it fits your needs 
perfectly, looking extremely good as well 
as being entirely practical. All products 
are customisable so that you may put 
your company’s name or logo to make it 
truly yours.

DESIGNER
 TIFFIN CARRIER

B-KAS 1.2L

B-KAS 1.5L

B-KAS AIR

SAVING THE 
NATURE

Responsible sourcing is where we strive. We make sure that the 
manufacturers fulfil certain needs such as using certified 
recycled materials as well as they responsibly dispose of their 
manufacturing waste. You can rest assured that whatever you 
buy is done with nature in mind. From the very start to the very 
end.

single-use waste
To prevent

We are 
collabrating 
with  Zero Waste 
Malaysia

Join thousands of people in healing the planet with BDARI
YOUR
LOGO



Made of Stainless 
Steel 201. Food 

Safe. Suitable to 
be made gifts for 
ceremonies and 

events. Best value 
for bulk 

purchases.

Made of Stainless 
Steel 410. Food 

Safe. Suitable for 
personal 

consumption or 
gifts for friends 

and family. Better 
quality due to 

thicker material.

Made of Stainless 
Steel 304. Food 

Safe. Suitable for 
personal 

consumption or as a 
special gift for a 
specific person. 

Very high quality 
material makes it 

extremely durable. 

Made of Stainless 
Steel 304. Deluxe 
variants are both 

thermally 
insulative and 

feature a 
spill-proof lid for 
all tiers. Modern 

look of the iconic 
tiffin carrier.

DESIGNER TIFFIN CARRIERS
The tiffin culture was widespread throughout Asia and was popular until the 1960s. The tiffin 
carrier is known by many names in many cultures, mangkuk  tingkat (Malay). rantang 
(Indonesia), safartas (Arab), ethordo (Hungarian), or even henkelmann (Germany). It 
ranges from the simple 2 tiers to the more elaborate 4 tiers.

Previously  tiffin  carriers were the first thing that came to mind when thinking of 
transporting and storing food. This is especially true for Chinese and Indian women. This 
may be another reason why early manufactured tiffin carriers were heavily ornamented 
as tiffin carriers of old were made intricately of precious materials such as gold, silver and 
brass and decorated with fine, rich and intricate handiwork portraying the influence of 
Asian art.

 14cm diameter 12cm & 14cm diameter

ECONOMY STANDARD PREMIUM DELUXE

So what do the different variants mean?

Single Tier Economy/Standard/Premium Deluxe



For full list of 
designs, visit our 

website or scan the 
QR code below

ABSTRACT 
FLORAL

AUTUMN
FLORAL

BLUE BATIK 
FLOWER

DAISY

DARK PURPLE FLOWER

TIGER LILY ROSE GARDEN HIBISCUS WHITE ROSE

DITSY FLORAL FLORAL GARDEN

HYDRANGEA

JAPANESE PEONYFLOWER COCOON

DESIGNER 
TIFFIN CARRIER

1% of sales will go to Zero Waste Malaysia in effort of promoting green initiatives

We have hundreds of designs to fit all 
occasions and moods. We can also 

customise your tiffin carrier with your 
very own design. And if you just want it 
to be simple and just have your logo or 

name on it, we can even do that for 
you.

DESIGNER TIFFIN CARRIER (DTC)

Branding Technique : VST



B-KAS
A LUNCHBOX SERIES BY BDARI

B-KAS lunchboxes are the new evolution of 
food containers. Personalised with custom 
unique designs we call Attitude Covers, each 
B-KAS gets its own personality so that it suits 
your personality. Each B-KAS is also made of 
high quality and durable material so that it not 
only keeps your food safe, but it lasts a long 
long time. Elevate your eating experience. 
Upgrade your meals. Show off your style. Get 
your B-KAS and make your lunch boxes 
express your mood.

10
cm18.5cm

Bento-style band

11
cm

The Attitude cover

Each B-KAS is made from a 2-tier microwaveable container with a customisable lid we’ve 
aptly named The Attitude Cover. As the design is similar to a Bento box, the whole set is held 
together with a custom B-KAS elastic band.
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Spill-proof
Microwaveable (Do not use high heat)
Temperature resistant up to 120°C
Dishwasher-safe
(Dishwasher dry function between 
80°C-100°C)

Fashionable & trendy
Images are suited for the user
Social surroundings encouraging more 
eco friendly options

Packed lunch is cheaper than 
tapau
B-KAS is durable and reusable 
(repurchase not required)

More hygienic compared to 
single use plastics
User conscience (eco friendly)
If used to store home-prepared 
food, user can ensure 
nutrition-wise contents are good

Characteristics & Benefits

Material Specificaion

Cover
Container body, inner cover, cutlery,
divider, cover stand
Vent plug, sealing ring
Straps

ABS
PP

Silicone
Elastic + PU

1% of sales will go to Zero Waste Malaysia in effort of promoting green initiatives



GET A B-KAS WITH
YOUR OWN STYLE

These B-KAS are design to be suitable for all people 
of all ages and interests. Our designs are targeted to 

be both beautiful and attract people with interests 
such as Nature, Art, Science, Celebrities, and Ani-

mals. We also accomodate corporate orders by 
having your logo or name printed on the covers. If 
you have a preferred design, we can also have it 

custom printed on the boxes.

B-KAS 1.2L

SALMON BLANC NOIR

EMERALD TANGERINE

Find out more on
 our website!

B-KAS 1.2L

1% of sales will go to Zero Waste Malaysia in effort of promoting green initiatives

Branding Techniques : UVP | DTF 



HAVE B-KAS WITH
YOUR OWN STYLE

The B-KAS series has a bigger brother. These 1.5Litre 
versions are now bigger than ever. Get these if you eat 
more than the usual. Each B-KAS comes with a cutlery 
set. Highly customisable, give us your design and we’ll 

tastefully print it on the covers. Perfect as corporate 
gifts for your company.

B-KAS 1.5L

1% of sales will go to Zero Waste Malaysia in effort of promoting green initiatives

Branding Techniques :  UVP | DTF 



Our bodies are made up of a majority of
water. So water is extremely important. How
do we make sure we get enough? We drink
enough. Do it in style with this new series by
BDARI, our B-KAS Air. Made from Tritan
material, this plastic bottle is reusable and
extremely durable. Its properties ensure that
you are drinking safe water and making sure
that you aren’t contributing to the already
terrible trash piles of single use plastic in our 
oceans. Our B-KAS Air bottles are made 
from USA Tritan Material. Better Quality, 
Better Durability.

PINK WHITEBLACKBLUE

YOUR
LOGO

YOUR
LOGO YOUR

LOGO

YOUR
LOGO

YOUR
LOGO

B-KAS AIR
BKA1BDARI SIGNATURE B-KAS AIR

1% of sales will go to Zero Waste Malaysia in effort of promoting green initiatives

Branding Techniques : UVP | DTF | SKS 



WATER CONTAINERS
MORE THAN
JUST A BOTTLE
Water containers made from plastic are bad for you 
and the environment. They can contaminate your 
water, create ocean pollution, and take long to 
decompose. That’s why you should use water 
containers made from eco-friendly material, like 
stainless steel, glass, or bamboo. These water 
containers are safe, reusable, and biodegradable. 
They also have different styles and features to fit your 
taste and needs. Choose eco-friendly water 
containers and hydrate yourself and the planet.

8 TONNES OF
FROM PREVENTING

PLASTIC WASTE FROM ENTERING
OUR OCEANS EVERY YEAR

COMPANY 
GIFTING

Reuse 
bottles. Stop 
single use!

Plastic water 
bottles are a 

major source of 
ocean pollution. 

They degrade into 
microplastics that 

affect marine 
animals and 

ecosystems. They 
also release toxins 
and carry invasive 

species. 
Reducing, reusing, 

and recycling 
water bottles can 
help protect the 
oceans and our 

health.

Dishwasher Safe
BPA free

Recycled  
plastic base

One of the most pressing issues of our time is the 
environmental crisis caused by plastic pollution. Every 

year, millions of tons of plastic waste end up in landfills, 
oceans, and rivers, harming wildlife and ecosystems. 

Plastic water bottles are one of the main contributors to 
this problem, as they are often used once and thrown 

away. That’s why we have curated a selection of water 
containers that are eco-friendly, reusable, and stylish. 

These products are made from sustainable materials such as 
stainless steel, bamboo, glass, and silicone. They are 

durable, leak-proof, and easy to clean. They also come in 
various shapes, sizes, colors, and designs to suit your 

preferences and needs. Whether you need a water bottle 
for your gym bag, a travel mug for your coffee, or a flask for 

your soup, we have something for you. By choosing these 
water containers as corporate gifts, you are not only 

showing your appreciation to your clients and employees, 
but also demonstrating your commitment to environmental 

responsibility. These water containers are more than just 
products; they are statements of values and actions for 

change. Browse our catalogue and find the perfect water 
container for your corporate gifting needs.

YOUR 
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By choosing BDARI, you are choosing to 
support our efforts of reducing plastic 
waste from ruining our oceans and 
forests. Let’s work hand-in-hand in saving 
our Earth
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FAB01

FLASKS & BOTTLES
INSULATED WATER BOTTLE  WITH RUBBER CHARM                                                                

1% of sales will go to Zero Waste Malaysia in effort of promoting green initiatives

Branding Techniques : LEN | UVP | DTF | SKS 



YOUR
LOGO

FLASKS & BOTTLES
FAB02FLASK WITH LED TEMPERATURE INDICATOR

With a temperature indicator, you can now stare at the lid of your flask and find out how long it 
takes for boiling water to go down to room temperature (hint: 4-5 hours in this flask).

Its also great for keeping cold drinks cold. Customise this with your company’s logo and name.

1% of sales will go to Zero Waste Malaysia in effort of promoting green initiatives

Branding Techniques : LEN | UVP | DTF | SKS 



The new 350ml Sustainable Flask keeps cold 
drinks cold, and hot drinks hot. Made from 
double wall vacuum-insulated stainless steel 
and recycled content.

The anti-leak dual opening cap makes filling 
and cleaning a breeze. Plus, unlike most 
reusable flasks or mugs, this flask is 100% 
dishwasher safe.

Twist anti-leak cap for 
ultimate drinking 
convenience

RED EMERALD? BLACKBROWN BEIGE
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FLASKS & BOTTLES
FAB03TWIST CAP FLASK

1% of sales will go to Zero Waste Malaysia in effort of promoting green initiatives

Branding Techniques : LEN | UVP | DTF | SKS 



STAINLESS STEEL MACHINED SURFACE VACUUM FLASK

FLASKS & BOTTLES
FAB04

This flask has vacuum insulation and 
double wall 18/8 grade stainless steel. 

The powder coated black colour is built
to last! No fading or cracking here! The 

inner wall is plated with copper for 
ultimate conductivity to keep drinks hot 

for 8 hours and cold for 24 hours.
Hand washable and leakproof. Content 

500ml.

1% of sales will go to Zero Waste Malaysia in effort of promoting green initiatives

Branding Techniques : LEN | UVP | DTF | SKS 



Wood always makes everything look nice. This stainless steel set is 
complemented with wooden accents to make it look classy. The Stainless 
Steel Flask has a wooden lid. The Stainless Steel lunch box is topped off 
with a wooden cover. And the cutlery set is fully made of wood.

The set comes in a box to tie it all together. The wood used in this set is from 
bamboo. Not only is it beautiful and durable, bamboo is a sustainable type 
of wood which is socially responsible. Let’s stop cutting down trees and 
start using a more alternatives such as this.

Special to:

Shahrel

FLASKS & BOTTLES
FAB05STAINLESS STEEL WATER BOTTLE WITH BAMBOO COVERED LUNCH BOXES

1% of sales will go to Zero Waste Malaysia in effort of promoting green initiatives

Branding Techniques : LEN | UVP | DTF | SKS 



Borosilicate Glass Body &
Eco Bamboo Top Cap

Silicon Sleeve For Protection

Eco-Friendly !!

DARK BLUE

PINK

BLACK

Made from natural fast growing 
bamboo and 100% recyclable 

borosilicate glass, this reusable 
bottle is designed to support

the environment.

A glass bottle with bamboo lid is a beautiful and 
eco-friendly product that you can use for your 
corporate needs. It is made of high-quality glass that 
is clear, smooth, and easy to clean. It has a bamboo 
lid that is natural, renewable, and biodegradable. It 
also has a silicone seal that prevents leaks and spills. 
The glass bottle with bamboo lid can hold up to 500 ml 
of water, juice, tea, or any other beverage you prefer. 
It is also lightweight and portable, making it ideal for 
travel, work, or home. The glass bottle with bamboo 
lid is a great way to show your appreciation to your 
clients and employees, while also supporting the 
environment.

FLASKS & BOTTLES
FAB06GLASS BOTTLE WITH BAMBOO CAP

1% of sales will go to Zero Waste Malaysia in effort of promoting green initiatives

Branding Techniques : SKS | DTF 



Borosilicate glass bottle with a cork lid. Store 
your fresh made juices, water or other drinks in 

this glass bottle. Because it is made from 
borosilicate glass, it can also hold hot liquids. 
The cork lid gives the decanter a natural look.

Made from borosilicate glass
to hold hot and cold liquids

Glass decanter with cork lid

Contemporary design

YOUR
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FLASKS & BOTTLES
FAB07GLASS JUG WITH CORK CAP

1% of sales will go to Zero Waste Malaysia in effort of promoting green initiatives

Branding Techniques : SKS | DTF 



VACUUM FLASKS

YOUR
LOGO

Black is the new black. Show off style and sophistication with this 
beautifully designed stainless steel stylish tumbler.

With good looking curves, the shapes are symmetric and exude a 
sense of elegance and class. Imagine having your whole office 
using these tumblers - truly stunning.

As will all thermal tumblers, this one is capable of keeping your 
warm drinks warm for up to 6 hours. It is also great for cold drinks.

Customise the tumblers with your own brand or company logo. This 
way, your employees know and remember who they work for. Let 
this tumbler remind them everytime they take a sip to drink.

Only available in black.

FLASKS & BOTTLES
FAB08FANCY STAINLESS STEEL TUMBLER

YOUR 
LOGO

1% of sales will go to Zero Waste Malaysia in effort of promoting green initiatives

Branding Techniques : LEN | UVP | DTF | SKS 
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DWB 04

Stainless steel water bottles are the perfect choice for your corporate needs. They are stylish, durable, and 
eco-friendly. They can keep your drinks at the desired temperature for hours, whether you prefer them hot or cold. 
They are also easy to clean and maintain, as they do not rust or stain. They come in various sizes, colors, and 
designs to suit your preferences. Stainless steel water bottles are the best way to promote your brand and show your 
commitment to sustainability.

FLASKS & BOTTLES
FAB09STAINLESS STEEL WATER BOTTLE

1% of sales will go to Zero Waste Malaysia in effort of promoting green initiatives

Branding Techniques : LEN | UVP | DTF | SKS 



Proudly use this bottle knowing that you have 
made an effort to protect our planet through 
contributions to Zero Waste Malaysia.

BLUE BLACKWHITE
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FLASKS & BOTTLES
FAB10

FLASKS & BOTTLES
ELEGANT INSULATED BOTTLE

1% of sales will go to Zero Waste Malaysia in effort of promoting green initiatives

Branding Techniques : LEN | UVP | DTF | SKS 



BLACK WHITE ORANGE
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Dishwasher safe

180° twist anti-leak lid with dual 
opening for drinking and easy 
cleaning

Vacuum stainless steel 
insulation

Our 500ml keeps cold drinks 
cold, and hot drinks hot. 
Made from double walled 
vacuum-insulated stainless 
steel and recycled content. 
The anti-leak dual opening 
lid makes filling and 
cleaning a breeze. Plus, 
unlike most reusable bottles, 
our bottle is 100% dishwasher 
safe.
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FLASKS & BOTTLES
FAB11STAINLESS STEEL FLASK WITH SPOUT LID

1% of sales will go to Zero Waste Malaysia in effort of promoting green initiatives

Branding Techniques : LEN | UVP | DTF | SKS 



If you love coffee and health, you need the ANTIMICROBIAL COFFEE TUMBLER. This 
tumbler is not only stylish and durable, but also germ-free. It has a special coating 
that can eliminate 99.9% of harmful microorganisms on contact. It can also keep 
your coffee hot for up to 12 hours with its vacuum insulation. It has a leak-proof lid, 
a ergonomic handle, and a dishwasher-safe design. The ANTIMICROBIAL COFFEE 
TUMBLER is the ultimate coffee accessory for you or your loved ones.

Classic universal design      Contains Biomaster lifetime antimicrobial        Insulated 250ml mug

DARK GREY WHITEBLACK
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MUGS
MUG01ANTIMICROBIAL COFFEE TUMBLER

1% of sales will go to Zero Waste Malaysia in effort of promoting green initiatives

Branding Techniques : LEN | UVP | DTF | SKS 



The ANTIMICROBIAL COFFEE TUMBLER is more than just a coffee tumbler. It is a smart 
and safe way to enjoy your favorite beverage. It has a unique coating that can 
destroy 99.9% of harmful microorganisms that touch it. It can also maintain your 
coffee temperature for up to 12 hours with its vacuum insulation. It is spill-proof, easy 
to hold, and easy to clean. The ANTIMICROBIAL COFFEE TUMBLER is the ideal gift for 
anyone who loves coffee and health.

YOUR
LOGO

YOUR
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Classic universal design      Contains Biomaster lifetime antimicrobial        Insulated 250ml mug

GREEN

PURPLE

YELLOW

PINK

DARK GREY

WHITE

GREY

BLACK
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MUGS
MUG02ANTIMICROBIAL COFFEE TUMBLER

1% of sales will go to Zero Waste Malaysia in effort of promoting green initiatives

Branding Techniques : UVP | DTF | SKS 



This flask has vacuum insulation and 
double wall 18/8 grade stainless steel. 

The powder coated black colour is built
to last! No fading or cracking here! The 

inner wall is plated with copper for 
ultimate conductivity to keep drinks hot 

for 8 hours and cold for 24 hours.
Hand washable and leakproof. Content 

500ml.

Vacuum insulated cork coffee mug with unique cork detail 304 SS inside and 201SS outside. Keeps your drinks hot for 
up to 5h and cold up to 15h. Fits most coffee machines. Content: 180ml

This is a 400ml metal exterior mug which is ideal to use on your desk and to enjoy your coffee or tea. Stainless steel 
exterior has young & rich colors to add to the experience . Keeps your drink Hot for 3 Hrs & Cold for 6 Hrs.  

Double Wall Stainless Steel Tumbler / Mug           Designed To Fit Coffee Machine           Hot: 5 Hrs. Cold: 15 Hrs

Double Wall Stainless Steel Tumbler / Mug           Designed To Fit Coffee Machines
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ORANGE GREEN RED
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DARK BLUE BLACK WHITE GRAY

MUGS
MUG03

MUG3B

INSULATED STAINLESS STEEL MUG

INSULATED TUMBLER

1% of sales will go to Zero Waste Malaysia in effort of promoting green initiatives

Branding Techniques : LEN | UVP | DTF | SKS 

Branding Techniques : UVP | DTF | SKS 



Inspired by Northern Europe, This mug is created for the discerning 
connoisseur who loves the best.
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BLACK RED CYAN YELLOW
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MUGS
MUG04MODERN MUG

1% of sales will go to Zero Waste Malaysia in effort of promoting green initiatives

Branding Techniques : LEN | UVP | DTF | SKS 



Stainless steel mugs are practical, durable, stylish, and eco-friendly. They keep your hot drinks warm 
for hours, and do not leach chemicals or affect taste. They come in various sizes, colors, and designs, 
and can be customized with your logo, name, or message. They are perfect for your corporate needs.

280ml Leak Proof Vacuum Tumbler  
     
5 Hours Hot And 15 Hours Cold

RED

BLUE

BLACK
DARK GREY

WHITE
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MUGS
MUG05LEAK PROOF VACUUM COFFEE TUMBLER

1% of sales will go to Zero Waste Malaysia in effort of promoting green initiatives

Branding Techniques : LEN | UVP | DTF | SKS 



FOOD CONTAINERS
Lunch boxes: the 
smart way of 
packing food
BDARI has a wide range of food 
containers.These containers are made of a 
variety of materials, from reusable plastic to 
stainless steel. Our goal is to reduce single use 
plastic waste, hence reduce the amount of 
garbage that ends up in nature.

COMPANY 
GIFTING

Enjoy a hot and 
delicious meal 
anytime, 
anywhere with 
our electric lunch 
box. It heats up 
your food without 
using a 
microwave or a 
stove, saving 
energy and time. 
It keeps your 
food moist and 
flavorful, and lets 
you choose from 
a variety of food 
options. It also 
saves you money 
and reduces 
waste by reusing 
your containers 
and avoiding 
disposable 
packaging. Our 
electric lunch 
box is made of 
high-quality 
materials that are 
durable, safe, 
and easy to 
clean. 

Food containers are essential for storing and carrying food, but not all of them 
are eco-friendly. Some are made of single-use materials that end up in landfills 
or oceans, harming the environment and wasting resources. Others are made 
of reusable materials that can last for years, reducing waste and saving 
money.

In this catalog, we offer a variety of reusable food containers that are good 
for the planet and your health. They are made of metal, glass, or 
biodegradable materials that do not contain harmful chemicals or leach into 
your food. They come in different shapes, sizes, colors, and designs to suit your 
needs and preferences.

Whether you need a container for your 
lunch, your leftovers, your snacks, or your 
drinks, we have the perfect option for 
you. Browse our catalog and discover 
how reusable food containers can make 
a difference for your well-being and the 
environment.



An electric lunch box is a smart and eco-friendly way to enjoy a hot and delicious meal anytime, 
anywhere. 

YOUR LOGO

Our electric lunch box is made of high-quality materials that are durable, safe, and easy to clean. It 
has a removable stainless steel tray that can hold up to 1.5 liters of food, enough for a satisfying 
portion. It also has a handle for easy carrying and a plug that can fit into any standard outlet or car 
socket. It can heat up your food in 30 minutes to an hour, depending on the type and amount of 
food.

Don’t settle for a cold or bland lunch. Treat yourself to a warm and tasty meal with our electric lunch 
box. Order yours today and get a free set of utensils with your purchase.

LUNCH BOX
LUB01ELECTRIC LUNCH BOX

1% of sales will go to Zero Waste Malaysia in effort of promoting green initiatives
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LUNCH BOX
LUB02KIDS LUNCH BOX

There isn’t alot of kids-themed  
products in this catalogue. 
With that being said, for the 
one which are kids-themed, 
these look pretty good.

Coming in 3 bright colours, 
this kids lunch box looks like 
the silhouette of a lion or 
tiger. With a compact area for 
food, its just enough for your 
little monster to get their 
energy from. Comes with a 
spoon and fork, as well as a 
pair of kid-safe scissors (for 
pasta cutting, of course).

Logo UV printing is possible so 
you can put your company’s 
logo on the lunchbox - 
making it even more 
personal.

Ask us about our discount 
rates for bulk purchases.
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1% of sales will go to Zero Waste Malaysia in effort of promoting green initiatives
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LUNCH BOX
LUB034-COMPARTMENT LUNCH BOX

This lunch box is made from microwave-safe plastic. It is 
highly durable and infinitely reusable. It is also dishwaser 
safe so that you can keep your lunchbox clean all the time.

The airtight lid keeps your food safe and delicious. The 4 
compartments are properly-sized so that you can have all 
foods from the food pyramid in one lunch box.

The different colours make it so that you can be sure you 
have one for each person you wish to gift it to. Our side 
here, we’ll UV print the lunch boxes so that you can have 
your logo on the lunch boxes.

YOUR 
LOGO

1% of sales will go to Zero Waste Malaysia in effort of promoting green initiatives
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LUNCH BOX
LUB04STAINLESS STEEL LUNCH BOX

Don’t need to worry about the metal lunch containers being as fragile as a glass lunch box, and 
you don’t have to worry when hot food is put into the plastic bento box, because we use 304 
stainless steel food container which is very durable.

The stainless steel lunch box size is 6.97(L) x 4.33(W) x 1.97(H) inches, which can hold 550ml. The 
small stainless steel snack container can meet the daily food intake of children and the amount 
of afternoon tea for adults. You can put in sandwiches, fruits, nuts.

The metal lunch box for kids can reuse it until many years later, you will find that the metal 
bento box is still intact and continue to use saves money.

The sleek design of the metal snack box makes it difficult to hide food in gaps and is easy to 
clean. The stainless steel bento box is very very easy to clean and can also be used in the 
dishwasher. The lid of the stainless steel lunch box is a bit tight to prevent food from spilling out, 
so as not to get dirty.

YOUR 
LOGO

1% of sales will go to Zero Waste Malaysia in effort of promoting green initiatives
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LUNCH BOX
LUB052 TIER LUNCH BOX

Very suitable for school, work, picnic, 
camping and other outdoor activities. The 
compartment design can meet your 
different needs. It is widely used to store 
rice, fruits, vegetables, etc

The sealing silicone ring is not easy to spill 
and has good sealing performance.

Suitable for use in offices, work, schools, 
nurseries, picnics, etc.

The ergonomic handle makes it easier to 
move and extract.

Logos can be UV printed on the covers.
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1% of sales will go to Zero Waste Malaysia in effort of promoting green initiatives
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BAGS

So don’t hesitate to browse our 
catalog and find the perfect bag 

for you. We’ll make it happen.

Bags are important for many reasons. They help 
you store and carry your personal and 
professional items, such as your laptop, your 
documents, your clothes, your books, and more. 
They also help you express your style and 
personality, as you can choose from different 
designs, colors, and materials. But most 
importantly, bags can help you protect the 
environment, if you choose the right ones.

In this catalog, we offer a 
selection of eco-friendly 
bags that are made of 

natural, organic, recycled, 
or biodegradable 

materials. These bags are 
not only durable and 
functional, but also 

reduce the environmental 
impact of producing and 

disposing of synthetic 
materials. By using 

eco-friendly bags, you 
can:

Save natural resources 
and energy that are used 
to make plastic or leather 

bags.
Prevent plastic pollution 
that harms wildlife and 

ecosystems.
Support fair trade and 
ethical practices that 
benefit workers and 

communities.
Promote a circular 

economy that minimizes 
waste and maximizes 

value.

Eco-friendly bags are not 
only good for the planet, 

but also good for you. 
They are safer and 

healthier than 
conventional bags that 

may contain toxic 
chemicals or allergens. 

They are also more stylish 
and unique than 

mass-produced bags that 
look alike.

YOURLOGO

COMPANY 
GIFTING

YOUR
LOGO

Bags: more than just fashion, 
they’re a statement of 
sustainability.



This line is our new generation of anti-theft 
backpacks. This new model will help you to 
move safely, carefree and organised. Key 

features such as cut-proof protection, hidden 
zipper closures & pockets will keep your 

belongings safe during your commutes. It is 
also the most convenient backpack with 

features such as an integrated USB charging 
port, water-repellent fabric, illuminating safety 
strips and a luggage strap. On the inside there 
are padded compartments for a 15.6” laptop, 

tablet up to 12.9” and all your other 
belongings. 

MAROON MOSSBLACK GRAY
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LAPTOP BAGS & BACKPACKS
LBB01ANTI-THEFT BACKPACK

1% of sales will go to Zero Waste Malaysia in effort of promoting green initiatives
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This is the ultimate backpack for 
gadget lovers; combining safety, 
comfort and the latest technology into 
great features. The integrated solar 
panel will ensure that you can charge 
your devices directly from solar power 
and never run out of power. An 
integrated wireless charging module 
makes sure you can charge your 
mobile device without the hassle of 
any cables. It has adjustable internal 
dividers which allow you to divide your 
backpack in many different ways. The 
patented fid lock system on the 
shoulder strap gives you quick and 
easy access to your phone or 
bottle/coffee cup. 

DWB 04

Solar Powerbank Backpack
Integrated Wireless Charger
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LAPTOP BAGS & BACKPACKS
LBB02SOLAR POWERBANK BACKPACK

1% of sales will go to Zero Waste Malaysia in effort of promoting green initiatives
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These 15.6" Slim Commuter Laptop Backpacks are made from premium durable recycled material. Elegant 
executive design and stylish fittings.
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LAPTOP BAGS & BACKPACKS
LBB03SLIM COMMUTER LAPTOP BACKPACK

1% of sales will go to Zero Waste Malaysia in effort of promoting green initiatives
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LAPTOP BAGS & BACKPACKS
LBB04BUSINESS BACKPACK

1% of sales will go to Zero Waste Malaysia in effort of promoting green initiatives
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BLACK
(SKU)

NAVY BLUE
(SKU)

LAPTOP BAGS & BACKPACKS
LBB05BUSINESS BACKPACK

1% of sales will go to Zero Waste Malaysia in effort of promoting green initiatives
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Office Laptop Bag from Premium 
Leather
Trolley strap attaches to trolley bag 
for ease of travel
Shoulder strap-on the go

BLACK BROWN
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This is a Briefcase that is made of durable and 
Premium quality Vegan Leather which is designed 
to fit 15” laptops of most brands. It is Lightweight 
and comfortable to carry with adjustable shoulder 
strap. 

This Briefcase has decent capacity to store 
essentials with inside zipper pockets to put your 
valuable items along with 2 more utility pockets. It 
also has Zipper closure for handy access. It is 
perfect for business, travelling, meeting & 
shopping.

DWB 04

LAPTOP BAGS & BACKPACKS
LBB06STYLISH BRIEFCASE

1% of sales will go to Zero Waste Malaysia in effort of promoting green initiatives
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Made from Recycled fabric

Back trolley strap to attach 
backpack to trolley bag
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BLACK
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Laptop Office Bag made from high-end durable and stylish leather components. Convenience pockets 
in the front for quick access of mobile phones, documents, etc.

DWB 04

(SKU)
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(SKU)

LAPTOP BAGS & BACKPACKS
LBB07

BLACK

NAVY BLUE

LAPTOP CARRY BAG

1% of sales will go to Zero Waste Malaysia in effort of promoting green initiatives
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NAVY BLUE

BLACKRED
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Laptop Office Bag made from high-end durable 
recycled and stylish leather components. Convenience 
pockets in the front for quick access of mobile phones, 
documents, etc. 

Each bag makes an impact by supporting Zero Waste 
Malaysia with each purchase.

LAPTOP BAGS & BACKPACKS
LBB7BSTYLISH LAPTOP OFFICE BAG

1% of sales will go to Zero Waste Malaysia in effort of promoting green initiatives
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DARK BROWN BROWN
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LAPTOP BAGS & BACKPACKS
LBB08LEATHER BRIEFCASE

1% of sales will go to Zero Waste Malaysia in effort of promoting green initiatives
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LBB9B

(GREY)

BLACK

This is an office bag that offers maximum protection using strong materials and a padded pocket for 
your laptop. It has two main compartments which offers enough space to carry all you need to your 
office. Two pockets on the front and one on the back provide additional storage space.
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LAPTOP BAGS & BACKPACKS
LBB09BRIEFCASE

MESSENGER BAG

1% of sales will go to Zero Waste Malaysia in effort of promoting green initiatives
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Everyday use pouch that keeps your daily articles safe. Zipper pocket for keys, currency, coins etc., extra pocket 
to hold multiple passports and has space for your everyday electronic accessories.

DESIGNED TO PROTECT VALUABLES

ENOUGH 
CAPACITY

POUCHES
POU01
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GADGET POUCH

1% of sales will go to Zero Waste Malaysia in effort of promoting green initiatives
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Everyday use pouch that keeps your daily articles safe. 
Zipper pocket for keys, currency, coins etc., extra pocket 
to hold multiple passports and has space for your 
everyday electronic accessories.

2 different zippered compartments, 
for holding travel & daily accessories

Use your own powerbank / power 
source or check with us for our range 
of powerbanks

YOUR LOGO

POUCHES
POU02

BLACK
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GADGET POUCH

1% of sales will go to Zero Waste Malaysia in effort of promoting green initiatives
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Bag made from high-end 
durable recycled and 
stylish leather 
components. 
Includes special shoe 
compartment. 

Made from Recycled 
fabric

1% of sales proceeds 
of each product is 
committed to Zero 
Waste

High-end Sustainable

GREY

BLACK

DUFFLE BAGS
DUF01
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DURABLE DUFFLE BAG

1% of sales will go to Zero Waste Malaysia in effort of promoting green initiatives
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Duffle bags are versatile and convenient bags that can be used for various purposes, such as traveling, camping, 
sports, or everyday use. They are spacious and easy to carry, with handles and straps that allow you to hold them 
in different ways. However, not all duffle bags are eco-friendly. Some duffle bags are made of synthetic materials 
that are harmful to the environment and your health.

In this catalog, we offer a selection of eco-friendly duffle bags that are made of natural, organic, recycled, or 
biodegradable materials. These duffle bags are not only durable and functional, but also reduce the 
environmental impact of producing and disposing of synthetic materials.
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DUFFLE BAGS
DUF02
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TRAVEL BAGS

1% of sales will go to Zero Waste Malaysia in effort of promoting green initiatives
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DUB1A

DUB1B

DUFFLE BAGS
DUB01
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DUAL FUNCTION DUFFLE BAG

TRENDY DUFFLE BAG

STYLISH DUFFLE BAG

1% of sales will go to Zero Waste Malaysia in effort of promoting green initiatives
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DUFFLE BAGS
DUB02GYM DUFFLE BAG

1% of sales will go to Zero Waste Malaysia in effort of promoting green initiatives
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Safe, comfortable and smart, this Sling was 
designed for the city travellers. Feel protected 
with anti-theft features like hidden zippers, no 
front access, and cut resistant material, also a 3 
point safe buckle will make sure that your daily 
essentials are always along your body.

Additional features like water-resistant material 
and integrated USB charging port makes this 
crossbody backpack the most convenient 
option for your everyday journey.

Made from quality materials, the use of genuine 
recycled fabric materials and water reduction 
impact claims are guaranteed. 

YOUR
LOGO

DWB 04

OTHER BAGS
OTB01SLING  BAG

1% of sales will go to Zero Waste Malaysia in effort of promoting green initiatives
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DRS1BDRAWSTRING BAGS CTB1BCOTTON BAGS
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Front pocket for 
convenient

BROWN GREENPINK
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OTHER BAGS
OTB02JUTE BAG

1% of sales will go to Zero Waste Malaysia in effort of promoting green initiatives
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Eco neutral Recycled Cotton Beach Bag - Least / 
almost NIL Impact on environment

WHITE BEIGE BLACK

Certified Recycled Cotton Duffel Bag  - Least / almost NIL Impact on environment
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OTHER BAGS
OTB03

DUF3BDUFFLE BAG

COTTON TOTE BAG

1% of sales will go to Zero Waste Malaysia in effort of promoting green initiatives
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BEIGE

WHITE

GREEN BROWN

OTB4B
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OTHER BAGS
OTB04CANVAS BAG

CANVAS BAG

1% of sales will go to Zero Waste Malaysia in effort of promoting green initiatives
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OTB5B

(STRIPE) (FLORA)
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OTHER BAGS
OTB05

Print Technique : DTF Printing

COTTON BAG

COTTON BAG

1% of sales will go to Zero Waste Malaysia in effort of promoting green initiatives
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OTHER BAGS
OTB06

OTB6BCOTTON BAG

SHOULDER BAG

1% of sales will go to Zero Waste Malaysia in effort of promoting green initiatives
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A 210D polyester drawstring 
bag with one main large
compartment. 
The drawstring design is for 
shoulder or backpack carrying. 
The large imprint space makes 
this a very affordable giveaway 
with great brand visibility.

Drawstring backpack in 210T soft polyester, in shiny silver color with thick,
black self closing strings and reinforced corners.

DARK BLUE

CYAN

WHITE BLUE 2 BLUE 3 PINK ORANGE PURPLE..
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PURPLE

ORANGE RED

GREEN MAROON PURPLE BLUE YELLOW PINK

BLACK RED GREY DARK GREEN

OTHER BAGS
OTB07

OTB7B

DRAWSTRING BAG

DRAWSTRING BAG

1% of sales will go to Zero Waste Malaysia in effort of promoting green initiatives
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COMPUTER ACCESSORIES

LIVE WITH
YOUR OWN 

STYLE

Computer accessories are not only useful for enhancing your productivity and 
performance, but also for reducing your environmental impact. In this catalog, we offer 
a range of eco-friendly computer accessories that are made of natural, recycled, or 
biodegradable materials, or that can help you save energy and resources. Browse our 
catalog and discover how you can make your computer setup more green and 
sustainable.

E-Waste is inevitable. However, by choosing 
BDARI, you can rest assured that 1% of proceeds 
go to ZWM in efforts of creating a more 
sustainable future for our children.

Save our earth with 
technology

YOUR 

LOGO



This is a 2-in-1 mousepad with detachable and attachable 10W wireless charger pad. Using 2-sided magnets, the 
wireless charger pad can be detached and attached to the left or right side of the mousepad, providing a nice 
adaptability to left or right handed users. The mousepad has an in-built ergonomic wrist rest with cushioning. 
Packed in a gift box

Detachable 10W wireless charger
and mousepad joins by 2-sided magnets
Flexi-attach to left or right side, or use 
separately
With in-built ergonomic wrist rest & pen 
groove

BLACK
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WIRELESS CHARGERS
WIC01MOUSEPAD WITH WIRELESS CHARGER

1% of sales will go to Zero Waste Malaysia in effort of promoting green initiatives
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Works with compatible cup / mug only as effective contact points work in tandem with each other. This intelligent 
base recognises metal foreign objects placed accidentally, and stays shut. Panel is waterproof & safe to touch 
even when switched on. The radio bottom cooling sheet dissipates heat at high temperature & accumulates heat 
when temperature is low. Mode of heating - wireless induction. Wireless Coaster can be used as a normal wireless 
charger with mobile phones too.

Material is safe-to-touch even with ON
Continuous 8 hours working
Constant temperature 55 Celsius
Mug 350ml capacity
Supports QI standard wireless charging of 
phones incl. Apple & Android upto 10W.

WHITE

BLACK
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WIRELESS CHARGERS
WIC02WIRELESS CHARGER COASTER

1% of sales will go to Zero Waste Malaysia in effort of promoting green initiatives
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1% of sales will go to Zero Waste Malaysia in effort of promoting green initiatives

This is a multifunctional portable 
wireless charger with alarm clock, a 
powerful 5 W wireless speaker and a 
4000 mAh built in powerbank. 

The speaker uses wireless BT 5.0 for 
smooth connection and has an 
operating distance up to 10 metres.

With hands-free function and pick up. 

The 4000 mAh battery allows you to 
play music for up to 10 hours or charge 
your mobile phone twice (depending 
on the size of your phone’s 
battery)Input: 5V/2A. 
Output: 5V/1A. Wireless output: 5V/1A 
5W.

Powerful Sound Wireless Speaker
with 10 hours playtime
5W Wireless Charger
Digital Alarm Clock
4000 mAh Built-in powerbank

YOUR LOGO
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WIRELESS CHARGERS
WIC03WIRELESS CHARGER WITH ALARM CLOCK

1% of sales will go to Zero Waste Malaysia in effort of promoting green initiatives
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WIC4B

BLACK GREYBLUE

Desk accessory with in-built 3-in-1 mousepad, 10W wireless charging and a digital reusable 
writing pad that's great for taking instant erasable notes.

BLACKWHITE
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WIRELESS CHARGERS
WIC04MOUSEPAD WITH DIGITAL NOTEPAD & WIRELESS CHARGER

WIRELESS CHARGER

1% of sales will go to Zero Waste Malaysia in effort of promoting green initiatives
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This Magnetic Smart Notebook Portfolio 
combines design elegance and latest 

magnetic charging technology. With an 
impressive 8000 mAh powerbank,

10W MagSafe magnetic wireless charging, 
32GB USB in-built flash drive, numerous ports, 

card pockets, phone/tablet pocket, pen loop, 
phone vertical/horizontal

stand and an elegant refillable A5 notebook 
with ivory paper. Snap your phone (iPhone 12 

or higher) to the wireless charger and the 
phone will align perfectly with

the magnets inside. The 10W wireless charger 
is compatible with all QI devices.

BLACK GREY?

HMBLUE BLACK

PINK

YOURLOGO YOURLOGO
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WIRELESS CHARGERS
WIC03A5 NOTEBOOK WITH WIRELESS CHARGER

1% of sales will go to Zero Waste Malaysia in effort of promoting green initiatives
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WIRELESS CHARGERS
WIC04WIRELESS CHARGER
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WIC5B
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WIRELESS CHARGERS
WIC05MODERN WIRELESS CHARGER

MODERN WIRELESS CHARGING BASE

1% of sales will go to Zero Waste Malaysia in effort of promoting green initiatives
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1% of sales will go to Zero Waste Malaysia in effort of promoting green initiatives

Snap on this magnetic wireless charger to the back of your 
iphone 12 to charge your device. The magnets are 
perfectly aligned for the correct charging position. This 
wireless charger is also compatible with all QI devices 
(Iphone 8 and up and latest android devices). This ensures 
this can be used as a regular wireless charger for other 
phones as well.

A 3-in-1 solid bamboo docking station with 
10W wireless charging that can simultaneously 
charge 3 devices - mobile phone, wireless 
earbuds or AirPods and Apple or Android 
smartwatch - at once with a single Type-C 
connection. 

Simultaneously charge 3 devices
Fast charging 10W Wireless
Sustainable solid bamboo material

15W fast charging for Iphone 12
15W means 3 times faster  wireless charging
Bamboo - eco friendly
MAG/SAFE compatible

MAGNETIC is the 
new trend!
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WIRELESS CHARGERS
WIC06

WIC6BWOODEN MAGNETIC CHARGER BASE

1% of sales will go to Zero Waste Malaysia in effort of promoting green initiatives

MAGNETIC CHARGER BASE

Branding Techniques :  UVP| DTF | SKS 
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This is a 15W Wireless Charger with fast 
charging, made from recycled plastic 
and sustainable bamboo.
The wireless charging is compatible with 
all wireless devices, Android latest 
generations and iPhone 8 and above. 
This wireless charger contributes 1% of 
sales to ZWM - a local NGO that promotes 
reducing single use plastics.
By giving to ZWM you are giving a GIFT 
THAT GIVES BACK

This Bluetooth 5W Wireless Speaker is made 
from recycled plastic and sustainable 
bamboo.
The wireless speaker uses BT 5.1 for super 
smooth connection and long lasting 
play-time. The built-in 1,200 mAh lithum 
battery allows a play time up to 6 hours. 
Operating distance
up to 10 metres. With mic and pick up 
function. This wireless charger contributes 1% 
of sales to ZWM - a local NGO that promotes 
reducing single use plastics.
By giving to ZWM you are giving a GIFT THAT 
GIVES BACK

Made from Recycled Plastic & Bamboo
Recycled wireless speaker with BT5.1
6 hours playtime, and 10m wireless range
1% of sales proceeds of each product committed to 
ZWM

YOUR
LOGO

15W Wireless Charger (Fast Charging)
1% of sales proceeds of each product 
committed to ZWM
Compatible with all wireless charging 
phones

LIGHT BLUE

GREEN
YOUR 
LOGO

BLACK

YOUR 
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YOUR 
LOGO

WIRELESS CHARGERS
WIC07

AUDIO
WIC7B

STAINLESS STEEL WATER BOTTLE WITH BAMBOO  COVERED LUNCH BOXES

ELEGANT BLUETOOTH SPEAKER

1% of sales will go to Zero Waste Malaysia in effort of promoting green initiatives

Branding Techniques :  UVP| DTF 
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AUD1B

YOUR LOGO

YOUR LOGO

AUDIO
AUD01IN-EAR BLUETOOTH EARBUDS

SPORTS BLUETOOTH EARPHONES

1% of sales will go to Zero Waste Malaysia in effort of promoting green initiatives
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YOUR LO
GO

Compact Bluetooth docking speaker with outside surface especially designed for laser printing to 
illuminate the marked logo. Bicolor design with smooth finish and bluetooth 3.0 connection, offers 
3W power, hands-free function, a micro SD card slot up to 32GB, FM radio function, auxiliary line 
input via 3.5mm jack connection and non-slip rubber mounts on the base. Compatible with iOS and 
Android, includes mini USB charging cable, 3.5mm auxiliary jack cable and comes in an attractive 
design box.

YOUR LOGO

YOUR LOGO

AUDIO
AUD02

BLACK

GOLD

PINK

METAL BLUETOOTH SPEAKER

1% of sales will go to Zero Waste Malaysia in effort of promoting green initiatives
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RED

BLUE CREAM

PINK
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AUDIO
AUD03SPORTS BLUETOOTH EARPHONE

ON-EAR WIRELESS HEADPHONES

1% of sales will go to Zero Waste Malaysia in effort of promoting green initiatives
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LAVENDER GREY NAVY BLUE BLACK
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AUDIO
AUD05MINI WIRELESS BLUETOOTH SPEAKER

1% of sales will go to Zero Waste Malaysia in effort of promoting green initiatives

Branding Techniques :  UVP| DTF 



AUD6B

Natural bamboo 3W speaker with built-in 500 mAh 
lithium battery. With playing time up to 4 hours on one 
single charge and operating distance of 10m using 
BT5.0. 

8000 mAh heavy-duty powerbank + 5W wireless charger, made with  natural bamboo material and 
ABS for a great finish. Smart indicator shows you the remaining energy level.
Inputs: Micro USB 5V/2A, type C 5V/2A. Output: USB 5V/2.4A. Wireless output: 5W 5V/1A

Fashion 3W Bluetooth Speaker

YOUR LOGO

YOUR LOGO

YOUR LOGO

AUDIO
AUD06WOODEN WIRELESS SPEAKER

WOODEN POWERBANK

1% of sales will go to Zero Waste Malaysia in effort of promoting green initiatives
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YELLOW

PINK

BLACK

BLUE

WHITECYAN

YOUR LOGO

AUDIO
AUD07

AUD08

BLUETOOTH EAR BUDS

WIRELESS EAR PODS

1% of sales will go to Zero Waste Malaysia in effort of promoting green initiatives

Branding Techniques :  UVP| DTF 
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These highly useful wireless 
earbuds are a proud possession 
- made from recycled materials 
so that you use it guilt-free. The 
earbuds have a 40mAh built-in 
battery to provide 3 hours 
continuous playtime + 300mAh 
backup power in the case, with 
charging time less than an 1 
hour.
Uses latest Bluetooth 5.0 for an 
effective operating range of 10 
meters

BRONZE

Durable 8000 mAh powerbank for a great 
promotional campaign. Supports 5W wireless 
charging and comes with one USB ports to 
also allow charging by cable. When fully 
charged it will provide you with enough 
energy to re-charge your mobile phone up 
to four times. The power bank contains a 
long-lasting grade A 8000 mAh high-density 
lithium polymer battery. The power 
indicatiors will indicate the remaining energy 
level so you always know when to re-charge. 
Micro USB port-in: 5V/1.5A Output: 5V/2.1A. 
Wireless output 5W 5V/1A.

Wireless input and output charging
8000 mAh Powerbank

Bluetooth TWS 
earbuds with 3 
hour Playtime 
+ 22 hours 
backup 
playtime

BLUE

PINK

BLACK

WHITE

WHITE GREYBLACK

CYAN
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AUDIO
AUD09

POWERBANKS
PWB01

Print Technique : UV Printing

WIRELESS AIR PODS

POWERBANK WITH WIRELSS CHARGING PAD

1% of sales will go to Zero Waste Malaysia in effort of promoting green initiatives
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Durable 8000 mAh powerbank for a great promotional campaign. Supports 5W wireless charging and 
comes with one USB ports to also allow charging by cable. When fully charged it will provide you with 
enough energy to re-charge your mobile phone up to four times. The power bank contains a 
long-lasting grade A 8000 mAh high-density lithium polymer battery. The power indicatiors will 
indicate the remaining energy level so you always know when to re-charge. Micro USB port-in: 5V/1.5A 
Output: 5V/2.1A. Wireless output 5W 5V/1A.

PWB03

8000 mAh Powerbank                   Wireless input and output charging

BLACK GREY WHITE

YOUR LOGO YOURLOGO YOURLOGO

LOGO

POWERBANKS
PWB02POWERBANK WITH WIRELESS CHARGING PAD

WIRELESS CHARGER

1% of sales will go to Zero Waste Malaysia in effort of promoting green initiatives
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WHITE
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POWERBANKS
PWB04POWERBANK WITH BUILT IN CABLE

1% of sales will go to Zero Waste Malaysia in effort of promoting green initiatives

Branding Techniques :  UVP| DTF 



Intelligent automatic power off
Protects the battery
Prevents overcharge

1% of sales will go to Zero Waste Malaysia in effort of promoting green initiatives

POWERBANKS
PWB05
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WOODEN POWERBANK WITH WIRELESS CHARGING PAD

Branding Techniques :  UVP| DTF 



This is a high quality folding laptop stand made of durable aluminum and 
including extendable, height-adjustable legs with anti-slip rubber pads for 
a solid fit to the laptop computer and desk surface. Compact folding size 
which makes it ideal for carrying with you for travel. Presented in a gift box

Aluminum folding laptop stand
Portable folding - Easy to Carry
Adjustable Height and Laptop 
Angle for optimal neck and 
back comfort

Hands-free laptop mount for your phone/tablet
Convenient use of dual screens for work or study
Contains powerful quality magnets and 
3M sticker adhesives

STANDS AND RISERS
SAR01

SAR02

ALUMINIUM LAPTOP RISER

MAGNETIC PHONE BRACKET FOR LAPTOPS

YO
UR L

O
GO

1% of sales will go to Zero Waste Malaysia in effort of promoting green initiatives
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Can angle up to 25 degrees

Durable long lasting material

YOUR 
LOGO

Snagging one of the laptop stands is one of many 
ways you can improve your posture when sitting at a 
desk for long periods. Connecting your laptop to a 
separate computer monitor is another. You'll be able 
to multitask more easily with two screens, and you 
won't have to strain your neck as much

STANDS AND RISERS
SAR03FOLDABLE LAPTOP RISER

1% of sales will go to Zero Waste Malaysia in effort of promoting green initiatives
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TYPE 1

TYPE 2

TYPE 3

YOUR LOGO
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STANDS AND RISERS
SAR04LAPTOP RISER WITH FAN

1% of sales will go to Zero Waste Malaysia in effort of promoting green initiatives

Branding Techniques :  UVP| DTF | SKS
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CASES
CAS01TABLET CASE

1% of sales will go to Zero Waste Malaysia in effort of promoting green initiatives

Branding Techniques :  UVP| DTF | SKS



Elegant and slim-line, this case is compatible with all 
10-inch Tablets. A classic black lining made from 
the highest quality faux leather communicates 
confidence and verve, suiting the case to the stylish 
and independent urban person. Designed with a 
fixation on attention to detail, the case offers 
convenience and accessibility, two key features of 
this product.

CASES
CAS02

YOUR 
LOGO

TABLET CASE

1% of sales will go to Zero Waste Malaysia in effort of promoting green initiatives
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BLACKGREY DARK BLUE

YOUR LOGO

YOUR LOGO

MOUSEPADS
MSP01

MSP02

MOUSEPAD WITH WRIST GEL CUSHION

MOUSEPAD WITH PHONE HOLDER

1% of sales will go to Zero Waste Malaysia in effort of promoting green initiatives

Branding Techniques :  UVP| DTF
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Round sublimation mouse pad

YOUR
 LOGO

3mm Square shape sublimation mouse pad

YOUR
LOGO

YOURLOGO

ORANGE WHITE YELLOW

GREEN BLACK

MSP4

YOUR
 LOGO
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MOUSEPADS
MSP03MOUSEPAD

MOUSEPAD

1% of sales will go to Zero Waste Malaysia in effort of promoting green initiatives
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Made from 
Eco-friendly material

If you’re still searching 
for something for your 
corporate gifting, try 

out this category 
instead. From cutlery 

to pens, from  boxes to 
wallets, these items 

listed are 
manufactured to 

standards focusing on 
the preservation of 

resources and 
reducing single-use 

plastic waste.

1% of all proceeds 
from this catalogue 
goes to Zero Waste 

Malaysia in efforts of 
instilling a more 
save-the-earth 

attitude amongst 
Malaysians.

All products listed are 
customisable with a 

logo or name.

YOUR LOGO

Chrome metal pen with 
recycled leather barrel



183 x 61 cm Size , 0.5 cm Thick
Stay fit, Stay healthy
Employees (HR) gift

PINK BROWN YELLOW

GREEN

BLUE

WHITE

Sports sweat band made from stretchy & soft 
sweat absorbing materials

YOUR 
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Your Logo

Your Logo

Your Logo
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GO

YOUR LOGO
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WAH02

YOUR 
LOGO

WELLNESS & HEALTH
WAH01EXERCISE MAT

WRIST BAND

1% of sales will go to Zero Waste Malaysia in effort of promoting green initiatives

Branding Techniques :  UVP| DTF
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Manicure Set is a world 
leading quality manicure / 
grooming set with 7 gold 
plated instruments, including 
nail clipper, tweezer, 
diagonal clipper,beauty 
scissors, file, V-shaped push 
stick and ear pick. 

Premium quality manicure / 
grooming instruments set

Contains 7 gold-plated 
stainless steel instruments

Premium quality manicure 
instruments set

Contains 4 chrome-plated 
stainless steel instruments

DWB 04

DWB 04

BLACK ROSE GOLD

Manicure Set is a world leading quality manicure / grooming set with 4 chrome plated instruments, 
including nail clipper, tweezer, beauty scissors, file.

YOUR 
LOGO YOUR 

LOGO

WELLNESS & HEALTH
WAH03

WAH04

GOLD PLATED MANICURE SET

SILVER PLATER MANICURE SET

1% of sales will go to Zero Waste Malaysia in effort of promoting green initiatives
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WELLNESS & HEALTH
WAH05JUMP ROPE

1% of sales will go to Zero Waste Malaysia in effort of promoting green initiatives
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WELLNESS & HEALTH
WAH06GLUCOSE MONITOR

1% of sales will go to Zero Waste Malaysia in effort of promoting green initiatives
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GREEN NAVY BLUE

NBB 01

An eco friendly notebook with 160 pages each 80 gsm and made from a combination of fabric and cork materials. 
Also includes a matching Eco Friendly pen made from Cork and Eco-Friendly Wheat Straw. Packed in an eco gift 
box. 
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NBB2 05- C
RAFT

NBB2 06- RED

NBB2 07- AQUA BLUE

NAF02

Classic design notebook with cardboard 
covers in eye-catching colors and smooth 
finish. With matching color seams on side and 
80 ruled pages.

80 Pages Ruled Notebook
Eco-Friendly Cover
A5 Size
Value Deal
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RED

NOTEBOOKS & FOLDERS
NAF01CORK A5 NOTEBOOK

CLASSIC DESIGN NOTEBOOK

1% of sales will go to Zero Waste Malaysia in effort of promoting green initiatives
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A notebook that cares for you and 
for the environment. The cover of 
the notebook is made from recycled 
plastic.

The paper used in this notebook is 
acid-free. A5 notebook with 160 
ruled pages each of 70 gsm

A5 folder with a button closure made from 
Eco-friendly material. Consists of a notepad 
with 40 pages, pen loop and pocket to keep 
documents and business cards.

A5 folder with a button closure made from 
Eco-friendly material. Consists of a notepad 
with 70 pages, matching coloured pen and a 
pocket to keep documents and business cards. 

Cover made from recycled plastic 

Anti-Bacterial Technology

A5 Ruled Notebook, 160 Pages

GREEN

DARK BLUE

BLACK

GREY

RED

MAROON....

LIGHT BLUE

BROWN

YELLOW
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BLUE

PINKPURPLE
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NOTEBOOKS & FOLDERS
NAF03

NAF05NAF04

A5 NOTEBOOK

A5 NOTEBOOK A5 NOTEBOOK

1% of sales will go to Zero Waste Malaysia in effort of promoting green initiatives
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Printing Technique:
Preferred Print Location:

CREAM NAVY BLUE

An eco friendly notebook with 160 pages each 80 gsm and made from a combination of fabric and cork materials. 
Also includes a matching Eco Friendly pen made from Cork and Eco-Friendly Wheat Straw. Packed in a gift box. 

YOUR LOGO
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NOTEBOOKS & FOLDERS
NAF06CORK A5 NOTEBOOK WITH PEN

1% of sales will go to Zero Waste Malaysia in effort of promoting green initiatives
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NAF08 NAF7BEARPHONE

PINK
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PEACH..

LIGHT BLUE

GREEN
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YELLOW
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NOTEBOOKS & FOLDERS

A5 NOTEBOOK NAF07

1% of sales will go to Zero Waste Malaysia in effort of promoting green initiatives

LOGO PEN
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NAME

NOTEBOOKS & FOLDERS
NAF10MULTIFUNCTION NOTEBOOK

1% of sales will go to Zero Waste Malaysia in effort of promoting green initiatives
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NAF12

YOUR
NAME
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BLACK

GREY

1% of sales will go to Zero Waste Malaysia in effort of promoting green initiatives

NOTEBOOKS & FOLDERS
NAF11MULTIFUNCTION NOTEBOOK

MULTIFUNCTION NOTEBOOK

Branding Techniques :  SKS| DTF | UVP
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NOTEBOOKS & FOLDERS
NAF13

YOURLOGO

YOURLOGO
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MULTIFUNCTION NOTEBOOK

1% of sales will go to Zero Waste Malaysia in effort of promoting green initiatives
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DARK BLUE

BROWNBLACK
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NAME
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NOTEBOOKS & FOLDERS
NAF14MULTIFUNCTION NOTEBOOK

1% of sales will go to Zero Waste Malaysia in effort of promoting green initiatives
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This classic yet contemporary black horizontal wallet features an unexpected match of two different types of 
leather – one smooth to the touch and the other textured and tactile. With plenty of space for both cards, cash and 
keepsakes, the smart wallet moves effortlessly with you from elegant to everyday. Any variations in the 
appearance of the leather between one wallet and the next make yours as unique as the combination of items you 
store inside.
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MEN’S ACCESSORIES
MEA01MEN’S WALLET

1% of sales will go to Zero Waste Malaysia in effort of promoting green initiatives
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BLACKDARK BROWN BROWN
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1% of sales will go to Zero Waste Malaysia in effort of promoting green initiatives

MEN’S ACCESSORIES
MEA02MEN’S WALLET WITH COIN HOLDER
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Watch with stainless steel case and strap, Mother of Pearl dial, Japan movement.

GREY ROSE GOLD GOLDBLACK

YOUR 
LOGO

This gift set consists of a small notebook, a pen and a keychain. Packed in a nice gift box.

WOMEN’S ACCESSORIES
WOA01

WOMEN’S ACCESSORIES
WOA1B

WOMEN’S WATCH

MINI GIFT SET

1% of sales will go to Zero Waste Malaysia in effort of promoting green initiatives
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STATIONARY
STA01BALLPOINT PEN WITH WOODEN DESIGN

1% of sales will go to Zero Waste Malaysia in effort of promoting green initiatives

Branding Techniques :  LEN | SKS | UVP



This ballpen is known by its quality and
elegance. Comes with 1200m writing 
refill with German ink. 

High Quality Ballpoint Pen
Sturdy Steel Exterior
Elegant Swiss Peak Sleeve
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STA02

1% of sales will go to Zero Waste Malaysia in effort of promoting green initiatives

TWIST BALLPOINT PEN
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Multifunction bamboo pen with ruler (7cm) , spirit level, screw driver, stylus tip and ballpoint. Made 
from bamboo with aluminium clip. German Documental Ink (Blue)

Eco-Friendly push-up mechanism ball pen. Body in bamboo, 
with accessories in wheat straw, to encourage the use of 
natural raw materials.

Pen
Spirit Level
Ruler (7 cm)
Screw Driver
Stylus Tip
Solid Bamboo
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heat straw
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STATIONARY
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MECHANICAL BAMBOO PEN WITH RULER

PUSH PEN

1% of sales will go to Zero Waste Malaysia in effort of promoting green initiatives
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PUSH PEN

PUSH PEN

1% of sales will go to Zero Waste Malaysia in effort of promoting green initiatives
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Chrome metal pen with 
recycled leather barrel. 
Packed in a vintage recycled 
leather tube gift box. Blue ink

Elegant bamboo & chrome metal pen with clip. Packed in a matching metal / bamboo gift box

Pen
Spirit Level
Ruler (7 cm)
Screw Driver
Stylus Tip
Solid Bamboo

Eco recycled Leather
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1% of sales will go to Zero Waste Malaysia in effort of promoting green initiatives
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WOOD ACCENT PEN

WOOD ACCENT TWIST PEN
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1% of sales will go to Zero Waste Malaysia in effort of promoting green initiatives

STATIONARY
STA08PUSH PEN
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Switchblade function 
4 colours: Blue, Black, Green, Red
High-quality ABS handles
Lightweight, aluminium sheets
Removable logo ball marker
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1% of sales will go to Zero Waste Malaysia in effort of promoting green initiatives

TOOLS
TOL01DIVOT
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Switchblade function, 4 colours       High-quality ABS handles        Lightweight, aluminium sheets   
Removable logo ball marker

Tin Box Available on request

HOT PINK
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RED
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PINK

WHITE

BLACK
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1% of sales will go to Zero Waste Malaysia in effort of promoting green initiatives
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1% of sales will go to Zero Waste Malaysia in effort of promoting green initiatives
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1% of sales will go to Zero Waste Malaysia in effort of promoting green initiatives
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CUTLERY BOXES

1% of sales will go to Zero Waste Malaysia in effort of promoting green initiatives

CUTLERY & COASTERS
CAC01

CAC02

CUTLERY SET WITH CARRY BAG

Branding Techniques :  UVP

Branding Techniques :  UVP



A compact and convenient 
alternative to single-use plastic 
cutlery. Make a natural choice with 
our Wheat Straw Cutlery Set 
consisting of a knife, spoon and fork 
packed in a convenient wheat 
straw box.
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1% of sales will go to Zero Waste Malaysia in effort of promoting green initiatives

CUTLERY & COASTERS
CAC03CUTLERY SET

Branding Techniques :  UVP
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CUTLERY & COASTERS
CAC04

1% of sales will go to Zero Waste Malaysia in effort of promoting green initiatives

DRINK COASTER

Branding Techniques :  UVP




